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INTRODUCTION

The Dacxi Chain Vision
Entrepreneurs are the future - they will change the world.
If they’re funded properly they can provide brilliant solutions to most
problem - improving lives, delivering equality, creating wealth and
distributing it fairly.
But there’s a problem with that vision. The innovation funding
ecosystem we have now is biased and broken. Millions of worthwhile
projects a year are being lost to the world due to lack of adequate
funding
We believe that great ideas can come from anywhere. Innovation is
blind to race, religion, and culture. There are just as many amazing
ideas and entrepreneurs in Peru, Vietnam, Bosnia, Pakistan as there are
in Silicon Valley or Shanghai. The issue is that there has never been a
funding system that enables people to realise their potential
as entrepreneurs.
Until now.
Tokenization technology changes everything. It will unleash the
innovative entrepreneurial power that will change the world.
That change starts with the Dacxi Chain.
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OVERVIEW

Blockchain Changes
Everything
For the first time we can send ‘value’ in the

However tokenization changes everything.

same way we send an email. Online - globally,

Tokenized deals can be offered to a global

cheaply, immediately.

crowd, allowing them to invest simply
and easily.

Blockchain, cryptocurrencies, and tokenization
are the catchwords of a crypto revolution that

IBM predicts that the tokenized equity

promises to solve global problems and create

crowdfunding market will grow from zero in

virtually unlimited opportunities.

2021 to one trillion dollars by 2030.

Specifically it can unleash the power of
innovation driven by properly financed and

Blockchain tokenization is the backbone of a

resourced entrepreneurs.

new global innovation funding system called
the Dacxi Chain - a unique investment system

The problem is that the Early Stage

embedded in the global Dacxi crypto wealth

entrepreneurs cannot get the funding they

network.

need to succeed. Considering that this is a
huge problem in the innovation capitals of the

But the Dacxi Chain offers so much more

UK, Japan, Singapore and Australia, you can

than just blockchain tokenization. It covers

imagine the utter frustration of entrepreneurs

regulated deal origination, due diligence,

in the other 200 countries of the world where

promotion, investment, custody and liquidity.

venture funding is usually little more than
a pipedream.

Powering this system is the Dacxi Coin, the
native cryptocurrency of the Dacxi Chain.

Equity Crowdfunding seemed to offer a
solution by enlisting the general public - the
crowd - to provide the necessary funds.
Yet the system has fundamental flaws.
Now, after its initial growth wave, it delivers
just 1% of its potential.
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OVERVIEW

Global Innovation
Investments Unleashed
Crypto Changes The World.

Tokenization is the key to solving both problems.

Satoshi’s Bitcoin whitepaper in 2009

The funding of early stage innovative

described a new peer-peer electronic cash

companies is the greatest impediment to

payment system that would eliminate ‘the

unleashing the potential of the technology to

middlemen’ in the global monetary system.

change the world. The ideas, entrepreneurs
and risk capital are all there ready and waiting.

Then in 2013, heralding the next generation of

The problem is connecting them and allowing

the internet, Vitalik’s whitepaper on Ethereum

the money to flow. Tokenization of equity

proposed smart contracts on a universal

crowdfunding will unleash virtually unlimited

blockchain. However the problem with that

latent innovative potential.

was the internet had become centralised,
controlled and manipulated.
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INNOVATION GAP

The Innovation Funding Crisis
Who would believe that, for all their success

For every funded company you hear about,

and a world awash with speculative capital,

thousands are going begging.

that there is a crisis in funding innovative
companies?

That must change.

Innovation and Tech companies are the

The issues facing entrepreneurs are:

economic powerhouses of the 21st Century.
They dominate stock markets, pay high

1. Not getting any funding

salaries, and create wealth at levels we have
never seen before.

2. Getting funding, but not enough or
quickly enough to support rapid growth

But despite the endless chatter about the
businesses getting funding, one quickly
discovers that the ones getting publicity are

3. Conditions demanded by VCs and Angels
mean entrepreneurs lose control

in fact just a tiny fraction of all deserving
companies.
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INNOVATION GAP

It’s an Early Stage Crisis
There is an ocean of expansion capital for

The rest of the USA struggles, the rest of

proven businesses in the Growth and Exit

China struggles. And now many entrepreneurs

Stages. The problem is funding at the ‘Early

trying to raise ES capital in Silicon Valley will

Stage’ from Seed to Series A. Investing at this

tell you that it’s becoming very hard there too.

point is high risk, yet it’s where the
hyper-growth in value is too.

Worse still, entrepreneurs in proven innovation
centres like Oxford, London, Singapore,

Early
Stage

Growth
Stage

Exit
Stage

Sydney, and Stockholm, laugh at the notion
that there is plentiful Early Stage funding
available. There is funding, but only if you’re
already successful.

Building a successful innovation industry
requires massive Early Stage investment. The

Now imagine what it’s like for entrepreneurs

‘Dot Com’ boom of the late 1990s provided the

outside these centres? Or in any one of 1000s

speculative investment for the internet boom.

of other cities and towns in the world? 99% of

The crypto booms of late 2017 and early 2021

people live in places where getting the right

provided the speculative investment for crypto

amount of Early Stage Funding is a practical

and blockchain companies.

impossibility. That’s a massive failing, because
there are just as many great ideas and

But still these funding booms merely

entrepreneurs in Scotland, Chile, Adelaide,

scratched the surface of global demand and

Vietnam, Delhi, Estonia, Uganda, Turkey as

were restricted to internet based innovation.

there are in New York or Shanghai.

What about the other types of innovation the
world so desperately needs?

But what if a great team in a developing
nation could get the same level of funding

Only four places in the world have a functioning

as someone in Silicon Valley? Innovation all

speculative investment environment for Early

around the world would explode.

Stage investment - Silicon Valley, New York City,
Shenzhen and Shanghai.
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INNOVATION GAP

How Do We Solve the
Innovation Funding Crisis?
Early Stage Funding Options

However the presence of government
investment is the clearest possible indication

Currently Early Stage companies needing

of how dysfunctional the current Early Stage

investment are limited to personal resources,

funding model is.

friends and family, angel networks, angel
investors, venture capitalists, and government.

The Crowd Arrives!

Early Stage funding is dominated by wealth

The largest source of speculative capital is

venture capitalists. But very little of their

the public who pour billions into gambling

money actually trickles down to fund Early

every year.

Stage opportunities, because they prefer to
invest in strong Growth Stage businesses,

Surely Early Stage investing would be a

which guarantee a return.

much more constructive outlet for their desire
to risk their money in the hope of high returns?

Governments invest in Early Stage ventures

But currently their options for doing so are

because they know how necessary innovation

limited.

funding is.
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EQUITY CROWDFUNDING

Equity Crowdfunding
Wikipedia defines equity crowdfunding as:
Crowdfunding is regulated with a ‘light’ form
A mechanism that enables broad groups of

of securities licensing:

investors to fund startup companies and small
businesses in return for equity. Investors give

- Selection. The crowdfunding platform

money to a business and receive ownership of

analyses the Early Stage companies that

a small piece of that business. If the business

approached them and selects the best

succeeds, then its value goes up, as well as the

one among them for funding.

value of a share in that business—the converse
is also true.

- Offer Terms. The company offers its
shares for sale with platform on terms it

Instead of one VC investing $2million, two

believes will be successful.

thousand investors invest $1000 each.
The investors love being able to invest in

- Investment. The company attracts a

hyper-growth opportunities. The companies

crowd and members of the crowd buy

love getting the capital without the dominance

shares. Crowds are normally based in the

of a VC.

same country.

The first known equity based crowdfunding

- Liquidity [Sale]. The shares are private so

platform was launched in 2007 in Australia,

cannot be sold until the company is sold,

called the Australian Small Scale Offerings

which is usually five to seven years later.

Board (ASSOB). Since then the idea has
expanded to Europe, North America and Asia.
Product crowdfunding on platforms such as
Kickstarter and Indegogo are now well known
in many countries. Charity crowdfunding and
crowdlending are also showing growth.
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CROWD-FUNDING’S FLAWS

Fundamental Flaws of
Equity CrowdFunding
Crowdfunding should be a trillion dollar
industry. It’s clear that the world wants and
needs it to be.

- Deal Confidence. Crowdfunding is
‘funder-centric’, not ‘investor-centric’.
- Due diligence by the investor is effectively
impossible. Unless the investor

There are millions of early stage companies

understands the industry, the investment

with ideas and products that justify funding,

is purely based on blind trust.

and hundreds of millions of people willing and
able to invest hundreds of billions in hypergrowth opportunities.

- Weak deal flow. There are not enough
deals to attract the crowd size necessary
to create a ‘buzz.’

Unfortunately crowdfunding has not captured
the imagination of ‘the crowd’. Cambridge

- Limited Crowd Reach. Crowds are

University’s Alternative Investment Centre

localised to a region or country, which

estimates that annual crowdfunded

restricts their size.

investment is less than $10 billion worldwide.
- Poor Liquidity. It’s too hard for investors
Dacxi believes the five main flaws of the

to sell their share.

current crowdfunding model are:
These flaws mean that Equity Crowdfunding
- No Buzz. Equity Crowdfunding is boring.
It’s not considered exciting enough to

has not realised its incredible potential. But all
that’s about to change.

attract mass-speculation by the crowd.
But as we’ve seen in crypto, when the
FOMO buzz hits, the public love investing
in speculative ventures.
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TOKENIZED CROWDFUNDING

Tokenized Crowdfunding [tCF]
The ‘tokenization’ of a company’s shares on
a blockchain means that you own tokens

4. Provide simple management of
investments

that represent ownership. Every transaction
is recorded on a blockchain database, so no
other means are required to verify ownership.

5. Provide asset liquidity as tokens can be
sold on global exchanges

Financial assets like shares are ideal

The enormous potential of tokenized

candidates for tokenization, because it makes

crowdfunding can be distilled to three key

them significantly easier to buy, store and sell

advantages:

independently and globally.
- Offer the opportunity globally rather
By tokenizing a company’s shares, a

than locally.

crowdfunding system can:
- Make it super-easy for anyone to buy and
1. Build a massive audience because

manage their investment

opportunities can easily be offered globally
- Make it easy to sell any global investment
2. Reach a large audience who understands
the potential of the opportunity

With these advantages and the scaling ability
of crypto, a tokenized crowdfunding system

3. Allow people anywhere in the world to
invest, in small amounts

will enable innovators to raise more money,
faster, from anywhere in the world.
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DACXI CHAIN REVOLUTION

Dacxi Chain
Global Tokenized Crowdfunding System
The founder of Dacxi attended the world’s first

Dacxi Chain also responds to the idea that

Token Summit in New York in May 2017, and

countless people want the buzz of investing in

immediately saw the potential of tokens to

great businesses. They just need the system,

solve many of the problems of crowdfunding.

support and the confidence to do it.

That insight has become the Dacxi Chain.

Dacxi Chain will connect innovators and
investors - simply and easily - in a regulated,

The Dacxi Chain is a unique, global tokenized

well managed environment that gives success

crowdfunding system that overcomes the

its very best chance.

flaws of the current Early Stage funding
system. It will make innovation funding more

The Potential?

abundant and easier to get than ever before.
IBM and the Australian government predict
Dacxi Chain is designed with the belief that

the globally the tokenization market will be

innovation is blind to race, religion, sex and

worth $24 trillion by 2027. Of this amount,

culture. There are countless fantastic ideas

one trillion dollars is unlisted equities - in other

and entrepreneurs in every country who with

words Early Stage capital raising.

the right funding can and will change the
world for the better.

dacxicoin.io
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DACXI CHAIN REVOLUTION

Dacxi Chain in Operation
A pure crowdfunding programme could not
work globally:

- Selection. Local Dacxi licensees will find
companies that have the growth potential
investors are looking for.

- It would not have the local regulatory
oversight required.

- Offer Terms. The potential valuation
and capital raised is based on a global,

- It would not have the large base of
local investors.

rather than a local offering. That means
the terms can be more attractive to
entrepreneurs and investors alike.

- It would not have the local exchanges to
custody, list and support numerous
small capitalization tokens.

- Investment. Dacxi has a unique due
diligence system [to be announced at
launch] so investors can trust the deal.

So to solve these issues the Dacxi Chain is not

The offer is promoted within the country

a stand-alone system.

of origin and globally. Investors can
contribute quickly and cost effectively

The Dacxi Chain will sit on top of a global

using the Dacxi Coin on the Dacxi

network of local crypto wealth platforms, run

blockchain.

by locally licensed companies. These carefully
selected licensees will provide deal evaluation,

- Private Followup. Local Dacxi teams

investor support and token exchanges.

support the funder, help manage the

They will be linked by the global technology

shares and tokens, ensure security, and

platform, running the Dacxi Blockchain.

manage investor communications.
- Liquidity [Sale]. Tokens are listed on the
global Dacxi Venture trading exchange so
investors can offer their tokens for sale
at any time.
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DACXI CHAIN REVOLUTION

Dacxi Licensees
In each country/region, Dacxi Licensees with

Investor Division.

have three divisions:

This team works with investors.

Opportunity Division.
This team works with companies that want to

- Local offers are paid in local currency or
Dacxi Coin

raise capital through the Dacxi Chain.
- International offers are paid in
- The offer is created and tokens produced.

		Dacxi Coin.

- A proprietary triple-tick system produces

- Fees, if charged, are paid in Dacxi Coin.

an independent due diligence of the
project giving trust to investors.

Exchange Division.
This team helps investors sell tokens listed on
Dacxi Trading Exchanges.
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HOW IT WORKS

Connecting Innovators and
Investors Around the World
Here’s an example of how the Dacxi Chain
will connect innovators and investors around

Local and global investors.

the world.

After Dacxi’s special trust system clears the
deal and it’s offered to the investor base in

The deal.

Australian Dollars and Dacxi Coins.

A company in Melbourne Australia has
invented a revolutionary dental product, which

A percentage of the offer will be sold globally

they have validated in their local market and

through other Dacxi licensees to investors

are selling already. To accelerate their growth

who have indicated their interest in a ‘dental’

they want to raise $2 million.

offer. A dentist with Dacxi Mexico understands
the opportunity as he knows teeth intimately.

Through an advisor they approach Dacxi

Through the Dacxi Mexico platform he swaps

Australia’s Opportunity Division, and an offer

pesos for Dacxi Coin and immediately sends

agreement is made. Dacxi secures the shares,

his investment to Australia on the Dacxi

its staked blockchain writer node mints the

blockchain. His dental investment tokens

tokens, and the offer strategy and promotional

appear in his Dacxi Mexico portfolio.

material are created. Dacxi Australia and the
advisor earn a fee for raising the capital.

Translation systems allow for global term
sheets. Investors with Dacxi UK, Dacxi

Capital Raising.

Germany, Dacxi Russia, and others see the

Dacxi Australia already has an investment

deal as well.

platform that uses tokens. The company also
offers leading cryptocurrencies and tokenized

When the offer is fully funded, the dental

precious metals.

company in Melbourne converts their Dacxi
Coins into $AUD and begins expanding their
business, confident that they have the right
amount of funding to achieve their objectives.
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HOW IT WORKS

They can sell their investment well before a
Post Listing

normal crowdfunding investment would allow
them to do so, and a lot more easily.

The token is listed on the Dacxi Venture
Exchange in Australia and globally. The

Both sides of the deal benefit from a system

price is listed in Dacxi Coin, and the Mexican

that operates in a secure, globally transparent,

investor is provided with regular updates on

strictly regulated environment.

the company’s performance. Like a traditional
share investment the performance will

Dacxi wins through fee income streams and

influence the token’s price. Should he wish to

more engaged investors. The deals will be a

exit his investment, he can offer his tokens for

powerful new customer acquisition system

sale on the Dacxi exchange. The transaction

based on investment opportunities coming

is in Dacxi Coins, which can be immediately

from all over the world.

transferred to his Mexican account to be
reinvested in another opportunity on the Dacxi

Global Expansion

Chain, or exchanged to pesos for cashing out.
The Dacxi Network already has licensee
Who are the winners?

territories in 2021 and by the end of 2022
will have a network spanning Asia, Europe

Entrepreneurs win as they can raise capital

and Latin America. The Dacxi Chain will be

globally from an investor community who

launched on this network.

understands their business. This means a
higher chance of attracting more capital at

2023 will see a rapid expansion in Dacxi

higher valuations, with no loss of control in

licensees globally, including Central, North

their company.

American and Africa. Dacxi expects over 100
licensees to be operational by 2025, out of a

Investors win because they get more

total of 175 potential licensee territories.

opportunities to invest in high quality
hyper-growth opportunities suited to their

Each Licensee is expected to become a Dacxi

experience and interests. They will enjoy more

Chain deal creator, investment promoter,

confidence due to Dacxi Chain’s unique due

and exchange owner. Licensees will be large,

diligence process. Buying, storing and selling

local financial services businesses, with a

is much easier.

well established investor base, and strict
regulatory oversight.
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TECHNOLOGY

The Technology of
The Dacxi Chain
The technology of the Dacxi Chain, platforms,

4. Crypto Wealth platform community.

tokens and exchange networks are all familiar

Website, Learning Management System,

systems to Dacxi’s tech team. They were

referral systems.

building crypto exchange networks in 2017
and have been building the Dacxi system with
the Dacxi Chain in mind since 2018.
Dacxi’s strength in technology is vital to

5. Global platform network. 150 linked
platforms with pooled liquidity.
6. Global custody. Equities and tokens

delivering the eight key elements of the Dacxi

secured locally in a global custody

Chain ecosystem.

solution.

1. Blockchain. Native private blockchain that

7. Global tokenized crowdfunding system

will support mass tokenization

with project creation. AI driven offer

of projects.

selection, automated global funding and
information distribution.

2. Tokenization. Writer nodes on the
blockchain run regionally at first, then by

8. Token trading exchange network.

local licensees. The nodes are connected

Matching engine technology through to

to a platform management system.

multi-currency, multi-language trading
solutions.

3. Crypto Wealth platform exchange
allowing buy/sell, management of
crypto-assets.
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DACXI COIN

Dacxi Coin In A Nutshell
Description

Dacxi Coin Issuer

The Dacxi Coin is the Cryptocurrency of the

The Dacxi Coin is issued by Dacxi Pte Ltd

Dacxi Chain, the pioneer of global tokenized

Singapore.

crowdfunding.
Initial Coin Offer [ICO]
Purpose

Pre-ICO sales were from Aug 2017 with ICO in

To facilitate effective global investment in

mid 2018.

new innovative projects through a blockchain
based system. Dacxi Coin’s primary uses are:

Technology
The Dacxi Coin is currently based on the

- International investment transfer
- Paying blockchain fees
- Staking of blockchain writer nodes
- An exchange currency.
- Dacxi Coin also has secondary uses in
the wider Dacxi ecosystem.
Utility Token
Independent expert legal opinions in
Singapore and Europe have classified the
Dacxi Coin as a utility token, not a security.

Ethereum blockchain using ERC 20 protocol.
All Dacxi Coins have been minted so they can
be seen on Etherscan.
Coin Ownership
More than 20,000 individual KYC verified
accounts own Dacxi Coins. 99% of the owners
custody their coins on the Dacxi exchange in
Dacxi’s Wallets. This is the reason there are
only a few hundred wallets on Etherscan.
Total issued
10 billion coins have been issued. No more
Dacxi Coins will be issued.
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DACXI COIN USE CASES

Driving the Dacxi Chain
The Dacxi Coin is the ‘native’ cryptocurrency

Blockchain Node Staking

of the Dacxi Chain, a global tokenized

Dacxi licensees will create project tokens

crowdfunding system based on a special

for financial assets such as crowdfunding

blockchain created and managed by Dacxi’s

through a ‘Writer Node’ on the Dacxi

Tech Team.

blockchain. Licensees must ‘stake’ or make a
security deposit, paid in Dacxi Coin to ensure

International Investment Transfers

they are classified as a ‘good actor’. Fees pay

A crowdfunded project is offered globally in

a return on staking. Staking takes Coins out of

the form of a ‘token’ for investment to be paid

general supply.

in Dacxi Coin. It is expected that up to 50% of
investments will be taken in Dacxi Coin once

Dacxi Ecosystem

the network extends past 50 countries.
The Dacxi ecosystem includes the Dacxi
Paying Blockchain Fees

Chain and a global network of Crypto Wealth

To pay for the transaction processing and

platforms. The Dacxi is also used for:

verification of transfers. Fees are paid using
Dacxi Coin wherever a transaction is made
globally. Owning the blockchain allows the

1. Customer Incentives. Coins are used for
customer acquisition.

company to keep transaction fees low.
2. Community e-commerce currency.
Venture Exchange Currency

Coins will be used within the global

A project’s token is listed on a Dacxi Venture

investor community as a currency,

Exchange where it can be bought/sold on a

like airpoints.

local exchange using Dacxi Coin. This allows
for global liquidity of a token after the initial

3. Staff Incentives. Providing coins to

sale - solving one of the biggest issues with

staff as incentives aligns them with

the current equity crowdfunding model.

customers.
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TEAM

The Dacxi Team
Since 2017, Dacxi has developed the full

Digital Media exchange network which

commercial team to deliver this project. We

covered 27 countries and used by 1,000 of the

understand that commercial acumen is vital.

largest media companies, and 60,000 media

The Dacxi team must build a global network

buyers. He listed the company on the ASX.

of crypto wealth platforms, deal evaluation,
tokenization technology, token exchange

UK/Europe MD Katharine Wooller has led the

development and global marketing. Currently

development of Dacxi in the UK and Europe.

we have 50 people in seven offices. For

She has a background in fintech, crypto and

security reasons, Dacxi does not profile its

crowdlending. She is widely recognised as the

Tech or Operations team.

leading crypto commentator in the UK.

Global CEO is leading the build of the global

Governance

network of platforms on which the Dacxi

Dacxi’s leading countries are run by strong

Chain will sit. Ian has a unique skill-set add in

independent directors under the Chairmanship

the digital technology space. He co-founded

of Ian Tyler [UK] and Craig Smith-Gander

and led the building of the world’s leading

[Australia/NZ].
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TIMELINE

Dacxi Timeline
Dacxi has learnt that pioneering in Crypto

-

means timelines are indicative.

UK and Australia/NZ independently
licensed

-

Launch European Exchange

2017-2020 ICO/Foundation Stage

-

Launch new Global Exchange

Dacxi survives ‘crypto-winter’ and builds the

-

Revenues and customers up 1000%

foundation for Crypto Wealth and Dacxi Chain.

-

Staff / office expansion by 300%

-

Open European and Asian regional offices

-

Dacxi Coin ICO

-

Direct Customer V1 Crypto-Wealth

H2/2022-2023 Expansion Stage

platform
-

Australia Platform launched

-

Dacxi Coin expansion to Tier 1 exchanges.

-

UK Platform launched

-

Dacxi Coin liquid on Dacxi exchange

-

EU crypto-exchange license

-

A+ exchange security achieved

-

Venture Exchange pioneered

platforms
-

Expanding Dacxi Platforms cover 40+
countries

2020-H1/2022 Momentum Stage

Dacxi Licensee Network adds global
licensees

Dacxi expands Crypto Wealth model, customer

-

Launch of Dacxi Chain

acquisition and lists Dacxi Coin.

-

Open Central, LATAM, North American
and African regional offices

-

Dacxi Coin listed on Tier 2&3 external
exchanges

2024+ World Leader

-

Dacxi Coin launched on DEXs

-

Dacxi Chain announced

-

Launch V2 Crypto Wealth platform

crowdfunding platform with an investor

-

Launch new Learn LMS & Insights division

base sufficient to fund 1000 projects.

-

Launch UK ISA/pension product

-

Venture Exchanges power tokenization

-

Launch tokenized Precious Metals

-

Dacxi platforms over more than 100

-

Launch Blue Ocean bundle, single coin
trading expansion

-

Dacxi Chain becomes the global tokenized

countries/areas
-

Dacxi Licensee Network covers six global
regions to lead Crypto-Wealth
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TOKENOMICS

Dacxi Tokenomics
Dacxi Coin was launched in mid 2017, with its

various escrow conditions to ensure the

Initial Coin Offering [ICO] finishing July 2018.

market can develop strongly.

The Foundation stage to 2020 saw the Dacxi
Coin used for customer acquisition, marketing

Licensee Staking will be escrowed Coins

and staff incentives.

to ensure Dacxi Chain blockchain is good
actor in its writer nodes. They do not add to

In the present Momentum growth stage, the

circulating supply. If required staking coins will

Coin is used for customer and marketing

be supplied.

incentives, producing rapid growth building
financial resources, and a circulating supply of

% Share

Circulating Supply

Ico/Foundation

25

Circulating Supply

Momentum

20

Circulating Supply

circulating supply will not be increased from

Licensee Staking

10

Escrowed in nodes

Coin sales and promotions. Remaining Coins

Corporate Reserve

15

Escrowed 2022

Staff, Suppliers, Founders

30

45% for external exchange listings.
From the 2022 Expansion Stage, the Coin

are held in fixed amounts by the company,
staff, suppliers and founders, who have

Escrowed part
2022/23
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LISTINGS

Dacxi Coin Listings
Listings are key to liquidity, and it’s important

Dacxi Coin will be listed on three types

for the global success of Dacxi Chain that

of exchange:

Dacxi Coin is liquid everywhere. Investors
need to be able to swap local fiat currency into

Dacxi Exchanges

Dacxi Coin quickly and easily regardless of

All Dacxi Platforms trade in Dacxi Coin.

where they live.

Eventually everyone everywhere will be able
to trade in the Coin. It will be globally liquid,
either on investment platforms or trading
exchanges.
Centralised Exchanges
Dacxi Coin has the use-case, business
strength, and global reach to be listed on all
major centralised exchanges. Dacxi’s listing
process started in April 2021. Full global
coverage is expected in 2022.
Decentralised Exchanges
DEXs are a new phenomenon based on
crypto-trader speculation. Dacxi Coin has
begun listing on all major DEXs.
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FAQS

Key Questions
Where do I get more details?

How will the Dacxi Chain be regulated?

Dacxi has discovered that discussion on the

All Dacxi platforms will apply for the required

Dacxi Chain attracts significant investigation

crowdfunding licenses within their country

into the detail of how the system will operate.

of operation. Many countries either do not

No details will be released other than those in

have crowdfunding licenses or they have

this Lightpaper, or on the dacxicoin.io website.

not been examined within the lens of global
tokenization. The Dacxi Chain-style system

Is tokenized crowdfunding another name for

delivers significant local investment of venture

an ICO/IEO/IDO?

funding for important Early Stage innovation
projects. For that reason we expect that

Absolutely not. ICOs are an investment offer

governments will actively engage with this

of a cryptocurrency to essentially a short-term

funding revolution.

crypto-trading market. They are not regulated.
Crowdfunding is a highly regulated business

Will property be considered?

and tokens are a form of security. Investors
buy tokens with a multi-year vision, as a form

The tokenization of property is expected to

of wealth building.

become a significant multi-trillion dollar sector
and Dacxi intends to be heavily involved

What sort of projects will be considered?

on a local level. Crowdfunding of tokenized
property is not considered to be a major

Due to the speculative nature of

international sector, so it will not require a

crowdfunding, only projects with a clear 10x

significant amount of Dacxi Coins.

value proposition will be considered. This
will eliminate many of the low value offers

Community

currently being promoted on crowdfunding

For the latest information of Dacxi Coin and

and other alternative investment platforms.

Dacxi Chain, join the Dacxi Coin telegram
community
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